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A B S T R A C T  

This study was conducted with the purpose of furthering the knowledge of collisions 

involving Swedish icebreakers in the Baltic Sea. It strived to identify the causes and direct 

effects of this type of collision. It also sought to establish if regulations and operational 

guidelines, governing Swedish icebreakers and icebreaker assistance, were sufficient and if 

they were being adhered to.  

The method used to accomplish this was a qualitative literature study of all data regarding 

Swedish icebreaker collisions from the archives of the Swedish Maritime Administration and 

the Swedish Transport Agency. Several accident investigation authorities from around the 

world assisted in developing a method for processing the raw data. 

Having processed and examined the data the prevalence of different causes contributing to the 

collisions could be established. All collisions occurred during icebreaker assistance. It was 

found that the all encompassing cause of the collisions was the difficulties of evaluating the 

ice conditions and the behavior that difficult ice conditions necessitated the vessels to adopt. 

It was further made clear that the direct effects for the vessels, their crew and the environment 

were of limited severity. It was also concluded that the regulations and operational guidelines 

governing Swedish icebreaker assistance, were generally being adhered to, and were 

satisfactory in enabling a sufficiently safe and effective icebreaker assistance service. 
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S A M M A N D R A G  

Denna studie genomfördes i syfte att utöka den akademiska kunskapen om kollisioner som 

involverar svenska isbrytare i Östersjön. Den ämnade identifiera orsakerna och de omedelbara 

effekterna av dessa kollisioner. Vidare sökte den fastslå huruvida regelverk och riktlinjer för 

den svenska isbrytartjänsten var tillräckliga och om de efterlevdes.  

Studien genomfördes som en kvalitativ litteraturstudie av all data, med anknytning till 

isbrytarkollisioner, som fanns tillgänglig i Sjöfartsverkets och Transportstyrelsens arkiv. Ett 

flertal utländska myndigheter som utreder olyckor assisterade vid framtagandet av modellen 

för bearbetning av datan.  

Efter att ha bearbetat och undersökt datan kunde förekomsten av olika bidragande orsaker till 

isbrytarkollisionerna slås fast. Alla kollisioner inträffade under isbrytarassistans. Det stod 

klart att den övergripande orsaken var svårigheten i att utvärdera isförhållandena och de 

åtgärder fartygen tvingas vidta för att kunna ta sig fram genom isen. Vidare fastslogs att de 

omedelbara effekterna, för såväl fartyg som besättning och miljö, inte var förödande utan av 

begränsad karaktär. Det fastslogs även att de regelverk och riktlinjer som styr den svenska 

isbrytarverksamheten överlag efterlevdes och var tillräckliga för att säkerställa en 

tillfredställande säker och effektiv isbrytartjänst.  
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

 

Navigation in ice is an inherently dangerous aspect of shipping. Vessels trading in the Baltic 

Sea during the ice season, spanning the time period from first of December to the middle of 

May, are subject to extreme temperatures, adverse weather conditions and they are under 

threat from icing and ice pressure. This, combined with the added hazard of restricted ability 

to manoeuvre and the close proximity to other vessels, often encountered when receiving 

assistance from icebreakers, makes for a very difficult task indeed. The task of ice navigation 

demands great knowledge and skill of the officer faced with such challenges. The efforts to 

ensure safety must be of an equally high standard to reflect this.  

With this in mind, and as a general introduction for the reader to the objective of this study 

which is clarified further on, the authors seek to delve deeper into the causes for and direct 

effects of collisions involving Swedish icebreakers. The approach is a literature study in two 

stages. On the one hand an examination of existing regulations and operational guidelines 

governing the operation of icebreakers and on the other, a study of collisions involving 

Swedish icebreakers. To this end, a clearer understanding of the causes and direct effects of 

collisions involving Swedish icebreakers is sought. It will also serve to clarify the sufficiency 

of regulations and operational guidelines governing the Swedish icebreaking service. 

Furthermore, the extent to which they are being adhered to will be established. In doing this 

study, an academic knowledge base will be established from already existing data that has not 

previously been examined or compiled in a scientific manner. Hopefully this will assist to 

provide a comprehensive perspective on the phenomenon of Swedish icebreaker collisions 

and help to increase the safety of the Swedish icebreaker service.         
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P U R P O S E 

This study aims to identify causes and direct effects of collisions involving Swedish 

icebreakers in the Baltic Sea. Furthermore, the study will seek to establish if the current 

regulations and operational guidelines governing Swedish icebreakers and icebreaker 

assistance are sufficient and if they are being adhered to.  

I N Q U I R I E S   

What are the causes of collisions involving Swedish icebreakers? 

What are the direct effects of collisions involving Swedish icebreakers? 

Are regulations and operational guidelines governing icebreaker assistance sufficient? 

Are regulations and operational guidelines governing icebreaker assistance being adhered to 

when collisions occur? 

C O N T E X T  

PURPOSE OF ICEBREAKING 

During the ice season, low temperatures cause a layer of ice to form on the brackish waters of 

the Baltic Sea.  The ice can be an obstacle to the navigation of vessels to the point whereby 

safe passage is impossible without the assistance of an icebreaker. In order to keep the ports 

of the Northern Baltic open to trade during the ice season, the Swedish and Finnish maritime 

authorities have for over fifty years been cooperating to provide safe and efficient winter 

navigation in the Baltic Sea (House et al., 2010). Research shows that 85% of Swedish trade 

is seaborne, and to remain competitive, industry needs to be able to ship its products all year 

round (Näringsbloggen, 2012). Prior to the establishment of all year access, the ports of the 

northern Baltic Sea were at times forced to close when the ice conditions became too severe. 
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This led to unemployment and the failure of the industry to make good on their commitments 

(Gullne, 2002). 

The means to provide safe winter navigation comes in the shape of the five state icebreakers, 

supplemented by offshore vessels chartered for icebreaking duty when necessary. The state 

icebreakers are designed and built for operations in extreme ice conditions. Their hulls are 

made of thick special steel for maximum resilience and icebreaking capacity (House et al., 

2010). The non-angular shape of the hull prevents the icebreaker from getting stuck in ice, 

beset. The four largest icebreakers in Sweden have a heeling system to further reduce this risk 

(Gullne, 2002). Compared to a regular merchant vessel, icebreakers possess an 

unconventional hull shape, large displacement and disproportionally high shaft output for 

their size (House et al., 2010). They can provide assistance in all ice conditions of the Baltic 

Sea and the inland sea Lake Vänern. The current Swedish icebreaker fleet enables year round 

navigation to the Swedish ports (Gullne, 2002). 

 

CHALLENGES WHEN NAVIGATING IN ICE 

The reason a vessel might need icebreaker assistance is that ice prevents the vessel from 

proceeding to its destination. There are several reasons for this. The ice might be too thick on 

the intended route. Wind and current can cause the ice to move, thus compressing the ice, 

forming impassable ridges (Gullne, 2002). The majority of a ridge may, like on an iceberg, be 

hidden under water. If the visible part is a couple of decimetres high, the ridge may extend 

several meters under water. This may lead to erroneous assessments regarding the resistance a 

ridge might present to a vessel intending to pass. The pressure build-up in the ice can beset a 

vessel and cause severe damage to it. If a beset vessel is not broken out the situation may 

become so severe that it may run aground or founder and have to be abandoned (House et al., 

2010). Another hazard is the difficulty of determining the variation of the ice thickness. Ice 

thickness may vary greatly, even in a limited area. This particularly causes problems when 

manoeuvring close by other vessels as running into thicker or more dense ice may cause 

dramatic alterations in heading (Gullne, 2002). 
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These risks are known but icebreakers operating in accordance with IMO guidelines for 

formal safety assesment1 are within the ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) risk 

spectrum. The risks are hence not negligible nor are they deemed intolerable. 

 

PROCEDURES FOR ICEBREAKER ASSISTANCE 

The activities of icebreakers can be roughly divided into the following categories; ice 

management, breaking-out assistance, pre-break escort and towing (Buysse, 2007). The first 

stage of icebreaker assistance is in the form of intelligence gathering and routeing of vessels, 

so called ice management. The aim is to enable vessels bound for ice ports to navigate by 

themselves for as long as possible, ideally without escort from an icebreaker (Gullne, 2002). 

If vessels are beset in ice, the icebreaker will loosen the ice pressure around the vessel thus 

breaking them out and hopefully enabling the vessel to continue its passage independently. If 

ice conditions are too severe for independent navigation, icebreakers will perform pre-break 

escorts. During pre-break escort the icebreaker utilizes its icebreaking capabilities to create a 

channel in the ice through which escorted vessels may follow. If ice conditions are so severe 

that an assisted vessel is unable to make way even with the pre-break escort, towing may be 

necessary (Buysse, 2007). The assisted vessel is then either connected to the icebreaker by 

short or long wire or close-coupled towing is utilized. When connected for close-coupled 

towing the assisted vessel is in direct contact with the icebreaker, secured in a special towing 

notch by wires (House et al., 2010). If more than one vessel is to be assisted convoys are 

organized. Generally, convoys are arranged at specific rendezvous points where several 

vessels bound for the same area gather. They may also be formed en route from beset vessels 

being broken out. The benefit of convoys is that a single icebreaker can assist several vessels 

at once, thus saving time and making best use of the limited number of icebreakers (Gullne 

2002). 

RULES AND LEGISLATION 

In order to promote safe and efficient winter navigation the Swedish and Finnish 

administration establish which vessels are eligible for icebreaker assistance. The requirements 

for assistance are expressed in the form of minimum tonnage and ice class (House et al., 

                                                             
1 MSC/Circ.1023 – MEPC/Circ.392 
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2010). Each individual vessel is also evaluated and their general suitability for winter 

navigation is determined. For instance, a vessel must have sufficient residual stability to 

manage the deterioration of stability caused by ice build-up, so called icing, on exposed hull 

areas and superstructure (House et al., 2010). This means that even vessels of the highest ice-

class can be denied icebreaker assistance if the general suitability of those vessels is 

insufficient (SJÖFS 2011:1). Limitations based on cargo quantity may also be enforced. 

Icebreakers may deny service to vessels carrying too low a quantity of cargo. All the above 

mentioned requirements are changed during the ice season to reflect the severity of the ice 

conditions (Buysse, 2007). 

 

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 

Different authorities and administrations across the world have different systems of vessel ice 

classification. The Finnish-Swedish Ice Class is one of the many systems and the one which a 

vessel must conform to, in order to receive assistance from a Swedish icebreaker.  

Vessels range in five different ice classes from the highest 1A Super to the lowest class II. To 

receive the highest class a vessel must be able to navigate in difficult ice conditions without 

icebreaker assistance. Under icebreaker escort the ice-class 1A Super category vessel must be 

able to maintain a speed of 5 knots when the thickness of ice floes in the channel is greater 

than 100 cm. Ice Class II is granted to a vessel with a hull of steel without any special 

reinforcement for ice conditions, if otherwise fit to navigate in the open sea and very light ice 

conditions under own power. Under icebreaker escort the ice-class 2 vessel must be able to 

maintain a speed of 5 knots when the thickness of ice floes in the channel is greater than 10 

cm and less than 15 cm.  

All authorities and administrations establish design criteria through their system of ice class. 

Construction details affected by these rules include, but are not limited to, horizontal ice belt 

around the hull, machinery output, towing arrangement, sea chest suction arrangements, air 

capacity for starting compressors, rudder and steering gear (House et al., 2010). Machinery 

output is a particularly important factor, “the vessel’s engine power is considered to be the 

total propulsion machinery power for which the vessel and machinery are designed. If 

technical means are used to prevent the machinery from being driven with full power, or if 
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this is prohibited according to regulations being followed onboard, then the power limited in 

this matter is considered to be the vessel’s engine power” (Winter Navigation, 2012-13). 

 

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS ASSISTED VESSELS 

In order to receive icebreaker assistance to and from a Swedish port, a vessel must report to 

the icebreaking service at predetermined points. Vessels receiving icebreaker assistance must 

comply with orders and instructions from the assisting icebreaker. If the assisted vessel fails 

to do so, assistance is not guaranteed. A sharp lookout must be maintained at all times so as to 

be fully aware of the actions of the assisting icebreaker and other vessels in the vicinity.  

Assisted vessels are obliged to maintain a constant watch on appropriate radio frequencies as 

well as being capable of receiving signals and communication in visual form. Any change of 

the own vessel’s status must promptly be reported. The engine must be ready for immediate 

manoeuvring at all times and may only be used in accordance with orders from the assisting 

icebreaker. Crew must be prepared to, on the orders of the assisting icebreaker, make the 

vessel ready for towing operations at short notice (SJÖFS 2011:1). 

 

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS ICEBREAKER 

The guiding principle for Swedish icebreakers is to assist vessels that are suitable for ice 

navigation (SJÖFS 2000:1149). The legislation on the part of the icebreakers is not nearly as 

comprehensive as that for assisted vessels. No requirements can be said to exist. Although 

there is a body of experience, recommendations, guidelines and considerations, this has not 

been put together in the form of binding legal documents. Rather this takes the shape of 

training documents, ISM manuals and standing orders (Gullne, 2002).    
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SWEDISH LEGISLATION AND RULES  

The legislation and regulations governing icebreaking is contained within several legal 

sources. The legislation which specifically governs icebreaking activity in Swedish waters can 

be found in the following.  

- Icebreaking Service Ordinance (SFS 2000:1149)2  

- The Agreement between Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway on Collaboration in 

Icebreaking3 

- The Swedish Maritime Administrations Provisions Regarding the State Icebreaker 

Service (SJÖFS 2011:1)4 

- Finnish-Swedish Ice class (TSFS 2009:111)5 

- Swedish Ice class for Trade on Lake Vänern (TSFS 2009:23)6 

- Rates of Compensation for Ordering Icebreaker Assistance (SJÖFS 2008:3)7 

 

LIABILITIES IN CASE OF A COLLIS ION 

The legislation that regulates the liabilities when a Swedish icebreaker is involved in a 

collision is the Ice-Breaking Service Ordinance. Through this ordinance, Article 13 of the 

Agreement between Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway on Collaboration in Icebreaking 

comes into effect. The same applies to the appendix Winter Navigation to the annual edition 

of Swedish Notice to Mariners. They stipulate that Swedish icebreakers do not assume 

liability for damage, delay or any other loss caused to personnel, passengers, cargo or ship 

that occurs during icebreaker assistance or due to the ice conditions. The Swedish Maritime 

Administration’s interpretation, as presented in training material for officers of Swedish 

icebreakers, further details that the cost of damage to an icebreaker is covered by the 

administration itself. Damage to an assisted vessel must similarly be covered by the owners of 

that specific vessel through insurance (Gullne, 2002).    

                                                             
2 SFS 2000:1149 Isbrytarförordningen 
3 Överenskommelse mellan Sverige, Danmark, Finland och Norge om samverkan vid isbrytning. 
4 SJÖFS 2011:1 Sjöfartsverkets föreskrifter rörande Statens isbrytarverksamhet 
5 TSFS 2009:111 Finsk-svensk isklass 
6 TSFS 2009:23 Svensk isklass för trafik på Vänern 
7 SJÖFS 2008:3 Taxa för isbrytning på beställning och mot ersättning.  
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

No previous research on the particular subject of this study has been found. However, some 

research related to icebreaking has been conducted. On the subjects of icebreaking the greater 

part of studies have had a technical and engineering focus and are not deemed relevant for this 

study. Research connected to the subject of a navigational character was limited to Boströms 

Effective simulator training in preparation for icebreaking operations and ice management 

assessment. Erikssons study Transport Policy and Regional Transformation. The Decision-

making Processes Concerning Ice-breaking along the Coast of Norrland, Sweden, 1940-1975 

explains the necessity of icebreaking along the Swedish Coast of Norrland.  Furthermore, 

Sjöbris explains the methods of funding for the icebreaker service in his study Breaking the 

Ice in the Baltic. 

M E T H O D O L O G Y  

The study was conducted as a qualitative literature study in two stages. The first part of the 

study was the analysis of all collisions involving Swedish icebreakers since 1985. In order to 

ensure an accurate and uniform comparison of cases, where the data may have been generated 

at widely different points in time and presented in different formats and volumes, a model for 

uniform processing of the collision data was developed. Five organisations conducting 

maritime accident investigations were consulted out of which three provided assistance. The 

Swedish Accident Investigation Authority specified the legislation which governs their 

investigations, namely the Directive 2009/18/EC of the European Parliament and Council. 

The appendix to this legislation, outlining the points of interest during an investigation, form 

the basis for the model for uniform processing utilized in this study. Amendments were made 

based on the advice provided by the accident investigation organisations consulted. The final 

model for uniform processing was forwarded to the Australian Transport Safety Bureau, the 

Canadian Transportation Safety Board and the Swedish Accident Investigation Authority for 

appraisal. No negative comments on the structure of the model for uniform processing were 

received within the required timeframe of two weeks. Tacit acceptance is therefore assumed. 

All raw data from the collisions was thereafter processed and compiled in accordance with the 

model for uniform processing. This model can be found in Appendix 1 of this study. The 
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second stage of the study consists of the comparison of all data processed and compiled with 

the help of the model for uniform processing. In this part of the study the causes and direct 

effects of the icebreaker collisions were determined. It was thereafter established if the current 

regulations and operational guidelines specific to icebreaking operations were adhered to or 

not during the different collisions. Furthermore, the sufficiency of the regulations and 

guidelines was appraised. 

 

METHOD SELECTION 

The decision to conduct this study as a qualitative literature study was made to enable a 

comparison of large volumes of collisions from a wide time span. We have gathered all 

written data from all collisions involving Swedish icebreakers that the Swedish Maritime 

Administration and Swedish Transport Agency have available in their archives. The oldest 

collision case in the archives dates back to 1985 and this study is therefore limited to the time 

span February 1985 to December 2012.  

Given the resources at our disposal we have decided to limit the study to this methodology, 

i.e. a literature study on collisions involving Swedish icebreakers between the years 1985 and 

2012. We believe the study would however benefit from additional data collection in several 

forms. For instance, follow-up interviews with crew involved in the collisions, data on 

collisions involving Swedish icebreakers predating 1985 and data on collisions involving 

foreign icebreakers. 

The division of the study in two stages is motivated by the recommendations received from 

the Australian Transport Safety Bureau, Canadian Transportation Safety Board and Swedish 

Accident Investigation Authority. They stress that in their investigations they primarily seek 

to identify the facts of an incident, in order to investigate all contributing factors and not lose 

focus by only trying to identify violations of rules and legislation. Evaluation of legal matters 

can be done when the facts are established. We have chosen to adopt this approach.  

The complete presentation of the data upon which the results are based can be found in Annex 

II. Results that we found to be of particular interest are presented in the section below.  
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D A T A  C O L L E C T I O N  A N D  A N A L Y S I S  

The number of collisions involving Swedish icebreakers since 1985 to 2012 amounted to 

nineteen cases. Out of these, eighteen were processed through the model for uniform 

processing. One collision was omitted due to the fact that significant data was classified. The 

findings are based on the eighteen cases that were processed. 

CAUSES 

In all cases, the collision occurred during icebreaker assistance. It is clear that the difficulty 

associated with ice navigation played a central role in all the collision cases examined. All 

collisions occurred during icebreaker assistance, which is perhaps not surprising since it 

highlights the difficulty in navigating in ice, at high speeds and in close proximity to other 

vessels.  

In seventeen cases, the collision was partly caused by the command of the icebreaker having 

difficulty in determining the ice condition. It should be noted that in 15 out of the 18 cases the 

collision occurred during the dark hours, from 1800 to 0600 LT. This study clearly identifies 

the ice conditions as the primary cause for the high number of collisions that Swedish 

icebreakers have been involved in. The treacherous nature of ice has become evident. 

Miscalculations in estimating the effect ice conditions, and ice ridges in particular, will have 

on the vessels has contributed to the collisions in all but one of the examined cases. In one 

case an icebreaker was stopped by an ice ridge that had recently been passed without 

difficulty. This case in particular demonstrates the sometimes rapid changes in the ice 

condition and the difficulty in estimating the force required to navigate in the ice without 

incident. 

In eleven cases, the collision was partly caused by the short distance the ice situation required 

the vessels to keep to avoid becoming beset in ice. In all these cases the difficulty in 

determining the ice condition was also an issue. In six of the cases, the collision was partly 

caused by the high speed that the ice situation required the vessels to keep in order to avoid 

becoming beset in ice. In all these cases short distance was also an issue. In more than half of 

the cases, the short distances were contributing to the collision. Based on these results, one 

could argue that a greater distance should generally be maintained and speeds reduced during 

icebreaker assistance and that regulations governing safe speed and distance should be 
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introduced. This approach however seems unfeasible, and was it to be adopted the assistance 

would not work as assisted vessels would run a greater risk of getting repeatedly beset. 

Considering the dangers facing a beset vessel, the increased risk of collision with an 

icebreaker, due to high speeds and short distances, under such conditions is likely the least 

risky option. This study in no way examines the effects of being beset in ice. However, it can 

be said that the direct effects of a collision with a Swedish icebreaker are not likely to threaten 

the survival of the vessel, nor the life of its crew. It is reasonable to assume the risks 

associated with accepting icebreaker assistance during severe ice conditions are preferable to 

the risks of remaining beset.  

In six cases it can be established that human error and factors under human control in some 

way contributed to the collision. In none of the cases, human error alone caused a collision. It 

should not be assumed that human error is limited only to these cases, simply that human 

error cannot be established in any of the other cases. This figure might seem overly low, since 

the vessels in all cases seem to have been fully operational and without any technical 

deficiencies. One could argue that failure to determine the nature of the ice conditions would 

also qualify as a human error, in which case human error is contributing to the great majority 

of collision cases examined. We however believe this approach to be untenable and would 

simply shift the blame from the difficult conditions to the persons attempting to cope with a 

task of inherent uncertainty and risk. 

In four cases, failure of communications or failure to obey orders from the icebreaker 

contributed to the collision. In no case was failure of communications alone responsible for 

the collision. This study has been unable to determine whether orders were ignored or simply 

not received. It can be argued that most of these instances of failure to comply with orders, 

are in fact caused by those orders not being received.  We believe this to be likely and that 

compliance with regulations and guidelines is generally accomplished. The implications are 

beyond this study to determine since the manner in which communication failed was 

impossible to establish from the data collected. To gain clarity on this matter another type of 

study would be required. 

In only one case, evasive manoeuvres were prevented by restricted waters. Since this cause 

has only been identified in one case we conclude that restricted waters are not a major 

contributing factor in Swedish icebreaker collisions. 
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DIRECT EFFECTS 

In none of the cases was an icebreaker unable to continue operations due to damage received 

in a collision. Thus, the concern for reduced icebreaker availability due to collisions seems to 

be unfounded. Collisions have so far not proven to be a threat to the icebreaker fleets ability 

to continuously operate all of its vessels. In twelve cases the colliding icebreaker received 

damage. Damages have been slight. Either repairs have been made by the crew or they have 

been postponed until the end of the ice-season. In the worst cases the icebreaker has been 

damaged severely enough to make towing impossible. Operations have in these cases 

continued, but towing has not been an option for the rest of that ice-season. 

In half the cases, the vessel colliding with the icebreaker was unable to continue operations 

due to damage received in the collision. This is the most severe consequence of the Swedish 

icebreaker collisions that can be identified. The effects can be assumed to be somewhat 

mitigated by the special insurance that vessels operating in ice conditions are required to 

have. In eight cases the vessel colliding with the icebreaker was damaged but was able to 

continue operations. 

In none of the cases was any person injured or killed. The environment has not been damaged, 

no cargo has been damaged and furthermore, no vessel has been lost due to a collision 

involving a Swedish icebreaker. Thus, the human, economic and environmental consequences 

of the collisions are limited. The consistent manner in which the collisions occur gives no 

reason to believe that this should change in the future.  

Effort can be made to alleviate the problems connected to human error. It should however be 

noted that human error is not the major culprit and is only ever partly responsible for any 

icebreaker collision from these last 27 years. Even by removing human error entirely, most 

icebreaker collisions would still occur.  
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C O N C L U D IN G  D I S C U S S I O N  

Severe ice conditions are the all encompassing cause for the collisions involving Swedish 

icebreakers, primarily because of the difficulty to accurately determine and adapt to the ice 

conditions. Secondly because of the risks that arise from vessels being forced to navigate in 

close proximity to each other at high speeds and with limited ability to take evasive action.  

Human error plays a role in the icebreaker collisions. However, it is a minor factor and 

contributes to collisions in a third of the cases examined.  

The direct effects of icebreaker collisions have so far proven to be limited from a human, 

environmental as well as economic perspective. 

We believe that the current regulations and operational guidelines are sufficient. There are 

only four cases when regulations and operational guidelines governing icebreaker assistance 

were not being adhered to when collisions occurred. Specifically, orders from assisting 

icebreakers were not followed in these cases. 

In light of the findings, the rather limited regulations and guidelines appear to be sufficient in 

ensuring viable icebreaker assistance with a reasonably low risk and cost.  

If a zero tolerance policy for collisions was desirable, while still allowing for ice navigation, 

we envision two ways of approaching the matter. Either some form of technical solution to 

assist the command on icebreakers to fully determine the ice conditions, or alternatively put 

higher demands on propulsion power and hull strength for assisted vessels as well as making 

icebreakers more powerful while allowing for increased running costs associated with 

maintaining redundant propulsion power. We are not certain that a technical solution is 

possible today and do not believe the benefits would outweigh the costs of the latter proposal.    

During the study it has become clear that most data originates from the vessels themselves 

and no investigations have been made by an independent investigator. The data is therefore 

likely to be somewhat biased towards a, for the vessels involved, more favourable 

perspective. This study has not been able to evaluate the extent to which this might have 

occurred, and this should be kept in mind while reading the findings and conclusions.   
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For increased knowledge on the subject of icebreaker collisions we envision the following areas 

of study. 

- For the sake of comparative analysis, a study identical in method to this one, 

examining Finnish icebreaker collisions. 

- A more in-depth study of a recent icebreaker collision, to increase knowledge of the 

details of a collision, and better study the human elements of the typical icebreaker 

incident. We imagine that the crew of both vessels involved could be interviewed 

while the memories from the incident still are fresh. 

- A study examining if there are ways to improve the icebreaker command’s ability to 

assess the ice situation. 
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A N N E X  I   

M O D E L  F O R  U N I F O R M  P R O C E S S I N G  
    

1. SUMMARY 

This part outlines the basic facts of the marine casualty or incident: what happened, when, 

where and how it happened; it also states whether any deaths, injuries, damage to the ship, 

cargo, third parties or environment occurred as a result. The facts are presented using the 

present tense, and are summarized in note form.   

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION  

This part includes a number of sections, providing sufficient information that the investigating 

body interprets to be factual, substantiate the analysis and ease understanding.  

These sections include, in particular, the following information:  

2.1. Ship particulars  

Flag,  

Identity, (name) 

Main characteristics, (type)  

Construction details, (ice class, tonnage, engine output) 

Minimum safe manning,  

2.2. Voyage particulars  

Ports of call, (last/next) 

Type of voyage, (ballast/loaded) 

Manning. (on the bridge, watch system) 

2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision and place of collision, (where on the vessel) 

Date and time,  

Position and location of the collision,  
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External environment, (weather, ice conditions, night/day) 

Ship operation and voyage segment, (beset, assistance, towed) 

Human factors data, (working conditions, hours of rest, experience level) 

Technical factors data, (technical failure)  

Consequences (for people, ship, cargo, environment, other).  

3. NARRATIVE  

This part reconstructs the collision through a sequence of events, in a chronological order 

leading up to, during and following the collision and the involvement of each actor, from each 

vessel´s view (i.e. person, material, environment, equipment, actions, speed of response 

results achieved).  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

This part consolidates the established contributing factors and missing or inadequate defences 

(material, functional, symbolic or procedural) for which safety actions should be developed to 

prevent marine casualties.  
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A N N E X  I I  

C O L L I S I O N  C A S E S  

CASE 1  

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between icebreaker TOR (T) and motor tanker VINGAVÅG (V) during 
icebreaker assistance.  

When: 3rd of April 1985 at 23:10 LT 

Where: In fairway by pilot boarding area SPIKARNA. 

How: V is beset in an old ice track after boarding pilot. T approaches V from astern on the 
port side with the intention of breaking in ahead of V. When T is passing V´s stern the ice in 
between the two vessels gives way, forcing T toward V. T reverses engine but do not manage 
to avoid a collision.   

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: V receives a compression to three frame sections on the port quarter. One of 
the frames causes a small crack to form in the deck. The boardwalk and eight meters of railing 
are damaged. T receives a small compression on the starboard bow.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

VINGAVÅG 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  SGIA. 

Main characteristics: Product/Chemical tanker. 

Construction details: 3809GRT, 4600HP engine output, ice class 1A.  
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Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: GÄVLE. Next port of call: SUNDSVALL. 

Type of voyage: Loaded with 2789 MT gasoil. 

Manning:  Master, Second Officer, Pilot and Lookout manning the bridge. 

2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker running into beset vessel. 

External environment: Severe ice conditions with old frozen track. Clear sky, good visibility 
up to six NM, wind NW 2 m/s, Night time. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: V is beset in ice while inbound for discharge port. 

Place of collision: Port quarter on V. Starboard bow on T. 

Human factors data: No information available. 

Technical factors data: No known technical problems. 

Consequences: Both vessels can proceed with operations. V is repaired one month later. 

 

3. NARRATIVE  

VINGAVÅG: 

16:00 Receives assistance from icebreaker T in severe ice conditions with ridges. 

21:00 Icebreaker T finished with assistance.  

22:00 Pilot on board south of SPIKARNA pilot boarding area. 

22:15 Beset in ice track. Awaiting assistance from T. 

23:10 Icebreaker T collides with V. 

23:45 Receives assistance from T.  

00:25 Icebreaker T finished with assistance. 

00:50 First line ashore. 
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TOR: 

21:00 Finished assistance of V. Starting reconnaissance for convoy duty during the coming 
night. 

22:15 V beset in ice after taking pilot. Moving to assist. 

23:00 Moving in old track to the port of V with the intention of breaking in ahead of her. 

23:10 Ice in between V and T gives way. Realising collision is imminent attempts back away 
by reversing engines. Reversing was not enough to avoid collision. Assistance is continued 
after the collision. 

00:30 Finished with assistance. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard T had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  
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CASE 2  

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker NJORD (N) and SV OLGA (O) during 
icebreaker assistance.  

When: 13th of March 1998 at13:40 LT. 

Where: 0,3 M W of VÄKTAREN. 

How: N is towing O without problems. After 1,5 h O slides out of the notch while N 
encounter thick ice that forces N to stop although the engine is full ahead. O stops engine and 
slides along on the port side of N.   

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: N´s towing wire is ripped of the guide roller and capstan on N´s port side 
deck. Also railings and drainpipes are damaged on N. O receives no damage.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

SV OLGA 

Flag: Not available. 

Identity:  Not available. 

Main characteristics: Not available.   

Construction details: Not available. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: Not available. Next port of call: HOLMSUND. 

Type of voyage: Not available. 

Manning:  Not available. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while towing a vessel and the speed drops. The towed 
vessel is connected by a too long wire and hits the ice breaker on port quarter. 

External environment: Mild ice conditions, good visibility, wind SE 8 m/s, daytime. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: N is towing O. 

Place of collision: Port quarter on N.  

Human factors data: The wire isn´t correctly tightened. The operator makes a mistake when 
attempting to shorten the wire.  

Technical factors data: Examination of the towing equipment is preformed and no technical 
problems are found. 

Consequences: Both vessels can proceed with operations. Although the broken parts on N are 
placed ashore and local repairmen are contracted. The towing winch on N is calculated to be 
ready for use 98.03.17. The other repair work on N is planned to be performed after the ice 
season.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

MV OLGA: 

Not available  

NJORD: 

12:10 Start towing operation 

13:44 O starts to glide out of the notch. N tries to tighten the wire but without any success.  

13:45 O slides further out from the notch mean while N hits a ridge and the speed drops to 
zero although N´s speed is on full ahead. O stops engine but slides up on N´s port side 
anyway.     

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard N had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.   

- The towing equipment was not operated correctly. 
- The problems with the towing equipment were not solved prior to entering the more 

difficult ice area. 
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CASE 3  

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker YMER (Y), TEQUILA SUNRISE (TS) and 
KARLSVIK (K) during icebreaker assistance.  

When: 22th of February 1985 at 04:05 LT. 

Where: 9,3 M E of SVARTKLUBBEN in SEA OF ÅLAND. 

How: Y is assisting eight vessels in a convoy. The assisted vessels all get beset in ice. The 
vessels are not in line and while Y (with four knots) is passing between two vessels (with the 
attempt to break them loose), the port vessel TS starts to go full ahead. Although Y orders TS 
to stop, she continues to go full ahead. Y alters course to starboard and runs into a ridge, 
altering her course further to starboard. Y reverses engine and the rate of turn is reduced but 
not enough to prevent collision. Y hits K´s port quarter.     

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: Y and TS receives no damage. K´s bulwark is dented.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

KARLSVIK 

Flag: Netherlands. 

Identity:  PFHH. 

Main characteristics: Dry cargo vessel. 

Construction details: 3050 GRT. 1912 HP engine output. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 
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2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Not available. 

Type of voyage: Not available. 

Manning:  Not available. 

2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Y breaks free two vessels by passing between them. TS comes from astern 
with full ahead, even though she is ordered to stop. Y hits a ridge while altering course to 
starboard to avoid getting hit by TS. Hitting the ridge causes Y to turn even more to starboard, 
to the extent that Y collides with K.  

External environment: Ridged area. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: Y is breaking free beset vessels in a convoy. 

Place of collision: Port quarter on K. Starboard bow on Y.  

Human factors data: Y fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when passing 
through it. TS doesn´t follow orders.   

Technical factors data: Not available.  

Consequences: K receives a dent on the port bulwark.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

TEQUILA SUNRISE: 

Not available 

KARLSVIK: 

Not available 

YMER: 

XX:XX Y assist vessels that got stuck in a ridged area. 

XX:XX Y maid about four knots while passing between two vessels (TS), (K). 

XX:XX TS went full ahead in the track and continued even though Y told her to stop. 

XX:XX Y turned starboard to avoid collision with TS and put all engines to full astern. The 
movement to starboard advanced by a ridge. 

04:05 Y hits K on port quarter with Y´s starboard bow.   
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard Y had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessels manoeuvring.   

- The main problem in this collision appears to be that TS didn´t follow orders from Y. 
The reason for this is unknown.  
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CASE 4 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker YMER (Y) and BREMÖN (B) during 
icebreaker assistance.  

When: 24th of March 1994 at18:10 LT. 

Where: N 63-13,2 E 019-17,5. NORTHEN BOTTENHAVET. 

How: During assistance of a convoy in which B is a part, Y´s speed is reduced by a ridge she 
is trying to pass. B, who is following in Y´s track, is ordered via VHF to stop and 
subsequently reverse her engine. Y maintains full ahead but is unable to break through the 
ridge. B is unable to come to a full stop before colliding with Y.   

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: Y´s rubber fender cracks and is ripped out of place and a 3dm² opening in 
starboard quarter tank. B receives a hole and a dent in the bow.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

BREMÖN 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  Not available. 

Main characteristics: General cargo. 

Construction details: 4744 GRT, 2995KW engine output, ice class 1A, build year 1976. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: STORUGNS. Next port of call: LULEÅ 

Type of voyage: Loaded with 7560mt limestone. 

Manning:  5 Officers, 4 crew. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to 
stop or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Rough ice conditions, wind N 17 m/s, snowing, evening. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: Y was assisting B. 

Place of collision: Starboard quarter on Y and on the bow on B.  

Human factors data: Y fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when 
passing through it. 

Technical factors data: Not available. 

Consequences: Both vessels can proceed with operations.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

BREMÖN: 

13:35 Y starts to assist B from pos. 12 nm S SKAGS UDDE. The command on Y tells B to 
keep full ahead until further information. 

18:10 Y drives into a large ridge and orders B to slow down. The distance decreases fast, B 
puts the engine to full astern and the rudder hard to starboard. Y stops completely and B hits 
Y. 

YMER: 

XX:XX Y is assisting vessels in a convoy, where B is no 1 in line. Machinery configuration is 
4 + 6. Speed is 7 knots. 

XX:XX Y observes the ridge and put the engines to full ahead. 

XX:XX Y´s speed drops to under five knots and the command on Y informs B about the 
situation. 

XX:XX Y realises that collision may occur and ordered B to go full astern and try to leave the 
track. 

XX:XX B follows the order but can´t leave the track or slow down in time to avoid a 
collision. 

XX:XX B´s estimated speed, while colliding with Y, is maximum two knots. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard Y had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left only a 
small margin for error.  

- The severity of the ice situation prevented B from deviating from the track. 
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CASE 5  

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ALE (A) and SHUTTLE GÖTEBORG (SG) 
during icebreaker assistance.  

When: 01th of March 1996 at18:20 LT. 

Where: 4,4 M SSO of MERRUND on LAKE VÄNERN. 

How: During assistance of SG, A is brought to a complete stop by a ridge she is trying to 
pass. SG, who is following in A´s track, is ordered via VHF to stop and subsequently reverse 
her engine. A maintains full ahead but is unable to break through the ridge. SG is unable to 
come to a full stop before colliding with A´s towing notch at a speed of 5 knots. 

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: SG receives two dents in the size of 2m² each. Ten frames are also broken. 
A receives no damage.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

SHUTTLE GÖTEBORG 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  SBDE. 

Main characteristics: Comb. Vessel, RO/RO - Tanker. 

Construction details: 3585BRT, 2000KW engine output, ice class 1A. 

Minimum safe manning: 4. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: GRUVÖN. Next port of call: GÖTEBORG. 

Type of voyage: Dry cargo 1031MT. 

Manning:  1 Captain, 1 Officer, 2 AB. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to 
stop or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Normal ice conditions, good visibility, wind N 6-8 m/s, night time. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: A was assisting SG. 

Place of collision: The notch of A and bow of SG.  

Human factors data: A fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when passing 
through it. 

Technical factors data: No technical failure found. 

Consequences: A can proceed with operations. SG is detained due to the damage she 
received. SG is repaired and back in traffic 960304. 

 

3. NARRATIVE  

SHUTTLE GÖTEBORG: 

XX:XX SG assisted by A in a track and orders are to keep full ahead and A will keep the 
distance ( 80 meters) . 

18:20 A went in to thicker ice and dropped speed, A told SG that A is doing full ahead. SG 
starts to go full astern but without effect on the vessel before the collision occurs.  

18:40 SG inspects the damaged area on the vessel and finds two heavily compressed section 
on the vessels bog.  

ALE 

XX:XX A assists SG in even ice 15-20cm, there were areas with frozen and heavy ridges. SG 
was ordered to keep full ahead and told that A would keep the distance. 

XX:XX Assistance distance varied between 40-80 meters in a speed of 8 knots without using 
100% of the engine power. 

XX:XX The helmsmen on A noticed a “white ice area” at the distance 150 meters ahead. 
They increased to full ahead on A but when entering the area the speed dropped. A inform SG 
that they are going full ahead. 

18:20 SG does not have the time to stop before colliding with A. A´s speed at the collision 
was 5 knots.       
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard A had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left no 
margin for error.  
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CASE 6 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ALE (A) and ASPEN (AS) during icebreaker 
assistance.  

When: 14th of February 2011 at13:20 LT. 

Where: N 58-42,0 E 012-50,2 in lake VÄNERN. 

How: During assistance of AS, A is brought to a complete stop by a ridge she is trying to 
pass. AS, who is following in A´s track, is ordered via VHF to stop and subsequently reverse 
her engine. A maintains full ahead but is unable to break through the ridge. AS is unable to 
come to a full stop before colliding with A´s towing notch. 

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: A´s rubber fender is ripped off. Paint is scratched of in an area of 10m and a 
smaller compression in the railing is found. AS not available.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

ASPEN 

Flag: Netherlands. 

Identity:  PHNL. 

Main characteristics: General cargo with container capacity. 

Construction details: 2301GT, 1825KW engine output, build 2000. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: VÄNERSBORG. Next port of call: VÄNERSBORG. 

Type of voyage: Not available. 

Manning:  Not available. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to 
stop or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Poor visibility, wind NE 17-20 m/s, snow, daytime. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: A was assisting AS. 

Place of collision: Port quarter on A and bow of AS.  

Human factors data: A fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when passing 
through it. 

Technical factors data: No technical failure found. 

Consequences: AS goes back to VÄNERSBORG and A observe AS navigation to the 
harbour. 

 

3. NARRATIVE  

ASPEN: 

XX:XX AS is assisted by A with a distance of 0,4 NM and a speed of 9 kn. 

XX:XX A hits a ridge and stops. 

13:20 AS tries to stop but the distance is to short and the speed is to great so AS collides with 
A.   

ALE: 

10:19 A assists AS with a distance of 0,4 NM and a speed of 6-10 kn. 

13:19 A navigates with a speed of 9 kn when A hits a ridge and get stuck. Command on A 
calls AS and report that they are stuck in ice and order AS to stop engine. Some seconds later 
A orders AS to go half astern, further seconds past and A orders AS to go full astern, since A 
is not moving. AS asks A to repeat the order “full astern” twice. 

13:20 A puts rudder hard to starboard before the collision to reduce the risk of the vessel to 
turn to port, this action was made to reduce the damages in the collision. Some seconds later 
AS hits A on the port side outside the notch and slides 10 meters before A stops. 

13:23 A´s second officer and Chief engineer start inspection on deck.   
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard A had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left only a 
small margin for error.  

- The high speed that the ice situation required left only a small margin for error.  
- The main problem in this collision appears to be the communication between the two 

vessels. AS neither followed nor acknowledge the orders from A. The reason for this 
is unknown.  
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CASE 7  

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ODEN (O) and GRACHTBORG (G) during 
icebreaker assistance.  

When: 27th of January 1999 at 01:55 LT 

Where: N 64-58 E 012-52 

How: G is beset in ice with great ice pressure. O backs down to connect the towing wire to 
G´s bow but collides with G and compresses her bow.   

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: G receives a small compression of 0,5m² on the bow. O receives no 
damage.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

GRACHTBORG 

Flag: Netherlands. 

Identity:  PCEE. 

Main characteristic: General cargo 

Construction details: 2820GT. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Not available.  

Type of voyage: Loaded. 

Manning:  Not available. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker collides when going astern towards the bow of the assisted 
vessel, to connect the towing wire. 

External environment: Rough ice conditions, poor visibility 100 meter, wind NE 10-15 m/s, 
snow, sea smoke, night time. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: O is proceeding to connect towing wire to G. 

Place of collision: Bow on G.  

Human factors data: O fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when 
passing through it. 

Technical factors data: Not available. 

Consequences: Both vessels can proceed with operations.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

GRACHTBORG: 

XX:XX G is beset in ice and is about to get assistance from O. 

01:55 O goes astern towards G´s bow to be able to connect the towing line and collides with 
G´s bow.   

ODEN: 

XX:XX G is beset in an area with ice press and several large ridges. The ice has been starting 
to climb over G who also was starting to get covered in ice. G required assistance from O 
since the stability was getting bad. 

XX:XX O drives in a circle around G to loosen the ice pressure. 

XX:XX O starts to go astern towards G´s bow to be able to connect the towing wire. O makes 
several attempts to get closer to G´s bow with the notch. 

01:55 O collides with G while trying to come close enough. G receives a small compression 
(0,5m²) and a small scratch in the paint. No visible hole. No damages on O.       

   

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard O had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The command on O may have been affected by stress due to the lack of stability on G.  
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CASE 8  

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ODEN (O) and BREMÖN (B) during 
icebreaker assistance.  

When: 27th of February 1994 at 04:38 LT. 

Where: 3,6 NM WNW of RAKAN outside SKELLEFTEHAMN. 

How: During assistance of B, O is brought to a complete stop by a ridge she is trying to pass. 
B, who is following in O´s track, is ordered via VHF to stop and subsequently reverses her 
engine. O maintains full ahead but is unable to break through the ridge. B is unable to come to 
a full stop before colliding with O´s towing notch. 

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: O receives slight damage to the rubber fender. B receives a 1 meter long 
compress on of the bulb and also a crack which results in leaking of ballast water.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FATUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

BREMÖN 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  SDFL. 

Main characteristics: General cargo. 

Construction details: 4744 GT, 3120KW engine output, Ice class 1A, Build 1976. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: LULEÅ. Next port of call: RÖNNSKÄR. 

Type of voyage: Ballast. 

Manning:  Captain, Chief Officer and Second Officer are on the bridge.  
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker enters an area of thicker ice while assisting a vessel and the 
speed drops. The distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the 
assisted vessel to stop or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Normal ice conditions, good visibility, wind NW 6 m/s, night time. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: O was assisting B. 

Place of collision: O´s stern rubber fender and B´s bow.  

Human factors data: O fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when passing 
through it. 

Technical factors data: Not available. 

Consequences: O towed B into SKELLEFTEHAMN. 

 

3. NARRATIVE  

BREMÖN: 

26/2 20:39 B get assistance from O 

27/2 03:55 B becomes beset in the ice. O continues ahead, pass on B´s starboard side, turns 
and passes close on B´s starboard side. B is loose and continues but gets soon beset again. O 
goes astern and passes on B´s port side. 

04:30 O starts going ahead and at B´s bow, O orders B to go full ahead. B follows O with a 
short distance. 

04:38 B notice that O is closing quickly and stops main engine and soon they collide. No 
order were received from O to B about the tougher ice conditions or orders about slowing 
down . No ridge was passed. O reports that it was a soft collision, no problems. 

05:30 towing wire connected 

06:15 end of towing 

07:15 moored at RÖNNSKÄRSVERKEN   

 

 

ODEN: 

XX:XX O assists B inbound SKELLEFTEHAMN in moderate ice conditions. 

XX:XX Both vessels passes several crossing tracks where the passage is tough.  

XX:XX O gets stuck in a frozen track and B drives in to the notch of O. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard O had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left only a 
small margin for error.  

- Communication between the vessels failed.  
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CASE 9  

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ODEN (O) and ASSI EURO LINK (A) during 
icebreaker assistance.  

When: 11th of March 1994 at19:45 LT. 

Where: N 64-58,1 E 022-10,6. 

How: O is assisting A in rough to very rough ice conditions. O´s speed drops and A doesn´t 
have the time to stop so they collide.  

During assistance of A, O´s speed is reduced when encountering more severe ice conditions. 
A, who is following in O´s track, is informed via VHF and subsequently reverse her engine. A 
maintains full ahead but is unable to break through the ice. A is unable to come to a full stop 
before colliding with O´s towing notch. 

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: O´s rubber fender is damaged and some of the steel part in the notch is 
deformed. A recieves a 1,6 meter hole and also a 2 meter long crack in the bow.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

ASSI EURO LINK 

Flag: Netherlands. 

Identity:  PCTY. 

Main characteristics: RORO. 

Construction details: 5018 GT, 6620KW engine output, ice class 1A, build 1972. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 
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2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: Not available. Next port of call: Not available. 

Type of voyage: Not available. 

Manning:  Not available. 

2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to 
stop or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Rough-very rough ice conditions with plenty ridges that made the 
option to tow impossible. Good visibility, calm wind, night time. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: O was assisting A. 

Place of collision: The stern of O and on the bow on A.  

Human factors data: O fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when 
passing through it. 

Technical factors data: Not available. 

Consequences: Not available. 

 

3. NARRATIVE  

ASSI EURO LINK: 

Not available. 

ODEN: 

XX:XX O goes full ahead and with the heeling system on. Assistance has been proceeded for 
13 nm. Towing is impossible due to the heavy ice condition that requires the vessels to 
constantly change course.  

XX:XX O enters a very heavy area with plenty ridges and informs A about the situation and 
that a reduction of speed probably will occur. A confirms the information.  

XX:XX O´s speed drops from 5 kn to 1 kn. O informs about the speed drop and A confirms 
and informs O that they changed to full astern. 

XX:XX A collides with O in the notch with a speed of 3-4 kn.      
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard O had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left no 
margin for error.  

- The high speed that the ice situation required left no margin for error.  
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CASE 10 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker FREJ (F) and SU ZAPOLYARNY (Z) during 
icebreaker assistance.  

When: 1st of February 1987 at 06:10 LT. 

Where: 15,6 nm ESE of BJURÖKLUBB. 

How: F is assisting a convoy of 4 vessels. Z gets beset in the ice and F tries to break her loose 
by going on her starboard side. A ridge pushes F towards Z and they collide.   

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: 3 meters of Z´s railing is damaged and a smaller steel part is bent. F´s 
bulwark is bent and portside´s lower searchlight is broken.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

SU ZAPOLYARNY 

Flag: Soviet. 

Identity:  YWUT. 

Main characteristics: Not available. 

Construction details: 3234 GRT, 2391 KW engine output, built 1967. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: Not available. Next port of call: HARAHOLMEN. 

Type of voyage: Ballast. 

Manning:  Not available. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while overtaking a beset vessel. Icebreaker 
unintentionally turns towards the beset vessel and collides. 

External environment: Night. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: F is assisting Z while in a convoy. 

Place of collision: Z´s starboard bow and F´s port side.  

Human factors data: Command on O didn´t correctly evaluate the effect that ice area would 
have on the vessel, when passing through it. 

Technical factors data: No technical failure. 

Consequences: Both vessels can proceed with operations. The crew of Z repairs the damage 
by themselves. The damage to F is repaired at a later time.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

ZAPOLYARNY: 

Not available. 

FREJ: 

XX:XX assistance in the area E-SE of BJURÖKLUBB, broke loose several vessels and towed 
Z. 

XX:XX after passage of BJURÖKLUBB made a course change and the track was more 
stabile. The vessels were broken loose and send away in the track. 

XX:XX F passes a vessel and is 0,5 nm astern of Z when Z informs that she is beset. 

XX:XX F tries to pass on Z starboard side and breaks a good track on the starboard side of Z, 
but F does not notice the partly hidden ridge in Z´s starboard side. With too great speed and 
only two steering gear pumps (F disconnected two of the four steering gear pumps, ten 
minutes earlier) the manoeuvring failed and the ridge pressed F to collide with Z. At the time 
of collision F had the rudder at hard to starboard and the engine at full astern.    

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard F had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The high speed that the ice situation required left only a small margin for error. 
- F was not using all of her steering gear pumps, limiting her manoeuvrability.   
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CASE 10 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker FREJ (F) and SU ZAPOLYARNY (Z) during 
icebreaker assistance.  

When: 1st of February 1987 at 06:10 LT. 

Where: 15,6 nm ESE of BJURÖKLUBB. 

How: F is assisting a convoy of 4 vessels. Z gets beset in the ice and F tries to break her loose 
by going on her starboard side. A ridge pushes F towards Z and they collide.   

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: 3 meters of Z´s railing is damaged and a smaller steel part is bent. F´s 
bulwark is bent and portside´s lower searchlight is broken.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

SU ZAPOLYARNY 

Flag: Soviet. 

Identity:  YWUT. 

Main characteristics: Not available. 

Construction details: 3234 GRT, 2391 KW engine output, built 1967. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: Not available. Next port of call: HARAHOLMEN. 

Type of voyage: Ballast. 

Manning:  Not available. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while overtaking a beset vessel. Icebreaker 
unintentionally turns towards the beset vessel and collides. 

External environment: Night. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: F is assisting Z while in a convoy. 

Place of collision: Z´s starboard bow and F´s port side.  

Human factors data: Command on O didn´t correctly evaluate the effect that ice area would 
have on the vessel, when passing through it. 

Technical factors data: No technical failure. 

Consequences: Both vessels can proceed with operations. The crew of Z repairs the damage 
by themselves. The damage to F is repaired at a later time.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

ZAPOLYARNY: 

Not available. 

FREJ: 

XX:XX assistance in the area E-SE of BJURÖKLUBB, broke loose several vessels and towed 
Z. 

XX:XX after passage of BJURÖKLUBB made a course change and the track was more 
stabile. The vessels were broken loose and send away in the track. 

XX:XX F passes a vessel and is 0,5 nm astern of Z when Z informs that she is beset. 

XX:XX F tries to pass on Z starboard side and breaks a good track on the starboard side of Z, 
but F don´t notice the partly hidden ridge in Z´s starboard side. With too great speed and only 
two steering gear pumps (F disconnected two of the four steering gear pumps, ten minutes 
earlier) the manoeuvring failed and the ridge pressed F to collide with Z. At the time of 
collision F had the rudder at hard to starboard and the engine at full astern.    

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard F had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The high speed that the ice situation required left only a small margin for error. 
- F was not using all of her steering gear pumps, limiting her manoeuvrability.   
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CASE 12 

1.SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ATLE (A) and RISOLUTO (R) during 
icebreaker assistance. 

When: 7th of March 1993 at 05:41 LT. 

Where:    N 65-26,3 E 023-40,7. BAY OF BOTHNIA.  

How: During assistance of R, A is brought to a complete stop by a ridge she is trying to pass. 
R, which is following in A´s track, is ordered via VHF to stop and subsequently reverse her 
engine. A maintains full ahead but is unable to break through the ridge. R is unable to come to 
a full stop or diverge from the channel before colliding with the starboard horn of A´s towing 
notch at a speed of 9 knots.  

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: A receives damage to the starboard towing notch which loses it rubber 
fender, as well as a dent to a dry tank. R receives severe damage to her port bow including a 
9x2m opening in bow. The port anchor is rendered inoperable. The paint store is completely 
destroyed.  R is not permitted to leave the Baltic until repairs are made. 

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

RISOLUTO 

Flag: Gibraltar. 

Identity:  ZDHI4. 

Main characteristics: General Cargo. 

Construction details:  2848GRT, Build year 1997. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 
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2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: KEMI. Next port of call: SETUBAL 

Type of voyage: Loaded. 

Manning:  Not available. 

2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to stop 
or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Fast pack ice with ridges of varying difficulty, wind SW 15 m/s, 
temperature -3C, moderate visibility 2-3 nautical miles, dawn. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: A is assisting R. 

Place of collision: Starboard horn of towing notch on A and the port bow of R.  

Human factors data: A fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when 
passing through it. A claims R did not act upon orders. R claims that orders were given much 
too late to enable her to take action. 

Technical factors data: No deficiencies reported. 

Consequences: R is forced to deviate to LULEÅ for inspection and may not leave the Baltic 
until repairs are made. A is able to continue operations.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

RISOLUTO: 

XX:XX A is assisting R. R is maintaining full ahead as per orders from A, giving her a speed 
of 5.5 knots. The distance between the vessels is 1-1,5 cables. A adjust her speed to maintain 
this distance. 

XX:XX R notices icebreaker reducing speed and becoming stuck. R receives no order to slow 
down. 

XX:XX R receive delayed order to stop/divert from ice channel. Chief Officer immediately 
orders full astern and try to turn to starboard to leave the channel. 

17:24 Collision occurs. 

XX:XX R muster crew to emergency stations. Tanks are sounded. 

XX:XX R divert to Luleå for damage inspection and temporary repairs. 
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ATLE: 

XX:XX A is assisting R. A´s speed varying between 9-11 knots. Machinery configuration is 6 
+ 4. 

XX:XX A is entering an area with more difficult ice and ridges. When speed goes down to 9 
knots, R is ordered hard to starboard to divert from ice channel. R does not react.  

17:24 Collision occurs. A is making 1 knot and estimates R´s speed to be 9 knots. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  
Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard A had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- It seems that there has been some failure in the communication between the two 
vessels as A claim R won´t take action when ordered and R is waiting for their orders 
to change.  
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CASE 13 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ATLE (A) VIOLA GORTHON (V) during 
breaking out operation.  

When: 10th of February 2003 at 12:25 LT. 

Where:    N 63-08,0 E 019-23,0. 

How: During breaking out of V, A is manoeuvring in close proximity to V´s port quarter. A is 
approaching V from behind, moving from starboard of V towards V´s port side at an angle of 
approximately 45 degrees relative to V´s centreline.  When A´s bow is passing V´s port 
quarter, A experiences a sudden turn to starboard due to resistance from the ice ahead. The 
collision occurs moments later.   

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: A receives damage to the railings on the starboard bow. V receives a small 
dent to her port quarter. Both vessels are able to continue operations. 

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

VIOLA GORTHON 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  SLRP. 

Main characteristics: RORO. 

Construction details:  18773GRT, 7700 kW engine power, Ice class 1A, Build year 1986. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 
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2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Not available. 

Type of voyage: Not available. 

Manning:  Not available. 

2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker is trying to break free beset vessel when encountering more 
difficult ice conditions and swing unexpectedly resulting in a collision. 

External environment: Rough refrozen drift ice of great difficulty, wind SW 13 m/s, 
temperature 0C, good visibility approximately 12 nautical miles, day. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: A is breaking V free. 

Place of collision: Starboard bow on A and the port quarter of R.  

Human factors data: A fails to correctly determine the effects of the ice condition on the 
vessel when manoeuvring.  

Technical factors data: No relevant deficiencies reported. 

Consequences:  Both vessels are able to continue operations.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

VIOLA GORTHON: 

XX:XX V is beset in ice. A is attempting to break free V 

12:25 Collision occurs. 

XX:XX Contact between vessels on VHF. Damages are light, no assistance required. Proceed 
with breaking free operation. 

ATLE: 

XX:XX A is attempting to break free V. 2O hand steering. A´s speed 4-5 knots. Passing 
astern of V. A attempts to pass on V´s port side. 

XX:XX A encounters more severe ice conditions. A´s speed is reduced to 1 knot and she 
swings to starboard. 

12:25 Collision occurs. A is making 1 knot. VHF contact between the vessels. No assistance 
other than breaking free assistance required. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  
Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard A had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  
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CASE 14 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ATLE (A) and ARCTIC 1 (A1) during 
breaking out operation and subsequent pre break escorts in the west of the Bay of Bothnia. 
Both vessels received minor damages but were able to continue operations 

When: 29th of March 1993 at 18:27 LT. 

Where:    N 64-57,0 E 021-57,0. 

How: After the breaking out of A1, A is positioned in front of A1 to commence assistance. 
A1 runs in to A´s stern. 

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: A1 receives a 20x25 cm hole in the forepeak. A1 diverts to LULEÅ for 
repairs. 

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

ARCTIC I 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  SLBT. 

Main characteristics: Tanker. 

Construction details:  2518GRT. 3113 kW engine power. Ice class 1A. Re-build year 1982. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: OULU. Next port of Call: ULEÅBORG. 

Type of voyage: Loaded with pineoil. 

Manning:  The Chief Officer has the watch. The Master is present on the bridge. The lookout 
is hand steering. The engine room is manned by the Chief Engineer. Crew totals 11 persons. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker is trying to break free beset vessel and commence assistance. 
Due to poor visibility, ice cluttering the radar and short distances between the vessels, the 
icebreaker fails to assess the movement of the assisted vessel. The distance between the 
assisted vessel the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to stop or to deviate from the 
track. 

External environment: Flat ice with a thickness of approximately 20 cm and ridges of 30-
40cm, wind E 3 m/s, temperature -4C, dense fog with visibility of 0,05 NM, evening. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: A was breaking A1 free and was about to commence 
assistance. 

Place of collision: Towing notch on A and the bow of A1.  

Human factors data: A fails to determine whether A1 is successfully broken free and 
making way. Poor visibility makes it impossible to visually asses the speed of A1 and the 
distance between the vessels. 

Technical factors data: A is unable to adequately gage the range to A1 by use of radar due to 
the short distances and interference from ice. 

Consequences:  A1 diverts to LULEÅ for repairs. 

 

3. NARRATIVE  

ARCTIC I: 

16:30 A1 is beset in ice. Make contact with A and request assistance. Visibility deteriorates 
while waiting for A to arrive. A1 reports close to zero visibility to A. 

18:25 A commences assistance. A1 is ordered full ahead by A. A1 can only see the aft 
floodlights of A and A as a shadow, visibility less than 0,1 NM. A1 Suddenly notices a rapid 
reduction in distance between the vessels. A1 call A on VHF requesting A to move away. A1 
orders hard to starboard in an attempt to leave the ice channel. The manoeuvre is not 
successful and full astern is ordered to limit the severity of the collision.    

18:35 Collision occurs. 

18:50 After consultation with the shipping company A1 diverts to Luleå. A1 is assisted to port 
by A. 
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ATLE: 

XX:XX A is moving to assist A1. Ice conditions are severe and progress is slow. Due to very 
poor visibility A is moving slowly until visual contact is made. Visibility estimated at 75m. A 
is moving past A1 starboard side, rounding her stern a proceeding parallel to the port side to 
move into position for the pre break escort. When A is passing A1´s bow, A1 is ordered full 
ahead. Visual contact was lost after this.  

XX:XX A is unable to determine if A1 is moving. Visual contact is regained when A1´s bow 
is almost in A´s towing notch. When collision is imminent A goes to full ahead and orders A1 
to full astern. 

18:35 Collision occurs. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  
Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- A was unable to evaluate the distance to A1 and determine if A1 was free of the ice or not.  
- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left only a 

small margin for error.  
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CASE 15 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ATLE (A) and HALLAREN (H) during 
icebreaker assistance. 

When: 22th of March 2001 at 05:20 LT. 

Where:    N 64-40,2 E 021-18,6. PORT OF SKELLEFTEÅ. 

How: During assistance of H, A´s speed is reduced by a ridge she is trying to pass. H, who is 
following in A´s track, is ordered via VHF to stop and subsequently reverse her engine. F 
maintains full ahead but is unable to break through the ridge. H is unable to come to a full 
stop before colliding with A´s towing notch.  

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: A receives no damage. H receives a 1x1m dent and holes in the forepeak.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

HALLAREN 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  SGHZ. 

Main characteristics: General Cargo. 

Construction details:  2877GRT, 2193KW engine output, Ice class A1, Build year 1978. 

Minimum safe manning: 10. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: LULEÅ. Next port of call: SKELLEFTEÅ 

Type of voyage: Loaded. Fuel pellets. 

Manning:  The Master is in command. Also present on the bridge are another officer and a 
lookout. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to 
stop or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Refrozen ice channel with ridges of varying difficulty, wind NNE 10 
m/s, temperature -10C, poor visibility, snowing, dawn. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: A is assisting H. Inbound to discharge port. 

Place of collision: Starboard horn of the towing notch on A and the bow of H.  

Human factors data: A fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when 
passing through it.  

Technical factors data: No deficiencies reported. 

Consequences: H is inspected in discharge port. A is able to continue operations.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

HALLAREN: 

02:30 A commence assistance of H. 

05:00 H receives order from A over VHF to stay as close to A´s stern as possible since the ice 
in the channel is extremely difficult. H moves to a distance of 20 m aft of A. Simultaneously 
full ahead is ordered. 

05:20 H receives order from A over VHF to reduce speed to slow ahead and then stop engine. 
A is stopped in the ice. Aboard H slow is ordered, then stop and full astern. Speed is not 
reduced and H runs into A´s stern. A aborts the assistance. 

05:30 H is stopped in the ice, waiting for tugboat AITIK. 

08:00 Upon inspection of the damages a big dent of approximately 1x1 meter and holes in the 
forepeak tank are found. 

ATLE: 

04:00 Change of the watch on A. Two officers and a lookout are present on the bridge.  

A was assisting H in the ice channel inbound for the Port of Skellefteå. A had the machinery 
configuration 4 + 4. H was under orders to go full ahead. The distance between the vessels 
was 30-40 m. Speed was approximately 8 knots. 

J.H. was in command of the engine telegraph. S.J. was steering. Both officers were posted by 
the starboard manoeuvring station and the lookout was posted by the port manoeuvring 
station.   

The ice channel was getting more difficult and speed went down to 6 knots. A reduced the 
distance to H to 20 m. 
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When attempting to leave the ice channel for another, where H was to be hold position 
waiting for her berth, A´s speed was went down to 3-4 knots. Power ahead was increased to 
95%. H was advised on VHF to reduce speed but was not responding until a second call was 
made.  

05:10 Distance between A and H continues to decrease. A collision was inevitable. H hits A´s 
starboard towing notch horn. A´s speed at the time of the collision was 3 knots. The vessels 
were separated and H was again ordered full ahead. 

05:20 Finished with assistance. H is stopped in the ice channel awaiting her berth. A departs 
from the Port of Skellefteå. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  
Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard O had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left no 
margin for error.  

- Normal evasive manoeuvre to leave the ice channel may have been prevented by narrow 
waters 
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CASE 16 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker ATLE (A) and SALSA (S) during icebreaker 
assistance.  

When: 20th of January 2011 at 00:57 LT. 

Where:    N 65-05,1 E 021-41,0.  

How: During assistance of S, A´s speed is reduced by a ridge she is trying to pass. S, who is 
following in A´s track, is ordered via VHF to reverse her engine. A maintains full ahead but is 
unable to break through the ridge. S is unable to come to a full stop before colliding with A´s 
towing notch.  

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None.  

Damage to ship: A receives damage to the rubber fender of her towing notch. H receives a 
1,5 m hole in the port bow as well as damage to plating and frames. H´s port anchor is 
cracked. 

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

SALSA 

Flag: Netherlands. 

Identity:  PHJK. 

Main characteristics: General Cargo with container capacity. 

Construction details:  3170GRT. 2919KW engine output. Controllable pitch propeller. Build 
year 2000. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available. 
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2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: SKULTE. Next port of call: MUNKSUND 

Type of voyage: Loaded. Birch logs. 

Manning:  Not available 

2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to 
stop. 

External environment: Ice with ridges of varying difficulty, wind SW 7 m/s, temperature -
8C, moderate visibility, night. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: A is assisting S. 

Place of collision: Starboard side of the towing notch on A and the port bow of S.  

Human factors data: Cooperation between the two vessels is insufficient. 

Technical factors data: No deficiencies reported. 

Consequences: S is inspected and temporarily repaired in port. She is cleared for a single 
voyage to a dry dock in TALLIN. A is able to continue operations.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

SALSA: 

00:58 Impact during icebreaker assistance during ice navigation. Icebreaker stopped in to 
short distance from S who was sailing at full speed. 

ATLE: 

XX:XX A is assisting S, inbound for HARAHOLMEN. A had machinery configuration 4 + 4. 
A need to maintain a close distance to S because of S´s weak engine. S is making 7,5 knots in 
the ice channel at a distance of approximately 500 m. There is an area of more difficult ridges 
ahead. A increases the distance and attempt to pass the ridge. A´s speed when entering the 
ridge area is 13.5 knots. A notices that passing the ridge is difficult and orders S to reverse 
engine full astern.   

00:57 S is unable to stop and the vessels collide. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  
Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard A had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation and S´s weak engine required between the two 
vessels left no margin for error.  

- The high speed that the ice situation required left no margin for error.  
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CASE 17 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker FREJ (F) and NOREN (N) during icebreaker 
assistance. 

When: 1st of April 2006 at 00:57 LT. 

Where:    N 63-53,3 E 021-35,5. NORTHERN QUARK. 

How: During assistance of a convoy in which N is a part, F´s speed is reduced by a ridge she 
is trying to pass. N, who is following in F´s track, is ordered via VHF to stop and 
subsequently reverse her engine. F maintains full ahead but is unable to break through the 
ridge. N is unable to come to a full stop before colliding with F´s towing notch.  

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. . 

Damage to ship: F receives slight damage to her towing notch horn and fenders. N receives a 
5x2 m hole in the fore peak and another hole of 0,5x0,5m in the lower fore peak. The 
forecastle deck of N is bent down.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

NOREN 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  SHZT. 

Main characteristics: General Cargo. 

Construction details:  4483GRT, 2869KW engine output, Ice class A1, Build year 1984. 

Minimum safe manning: 10 persons, Actual crew 12 persons. 
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2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: SKELLEFTEÅ. Next port of call: HULL. 

Type of voyage: Loaded. Wood and copper. 

Manning:  The Second Officer is in command. Also present on the bridge is a helmsman. 

2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to 
stop or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Refrozen drift ice of 30-50 cm thickness with difficult ridges, wind 
NW 8 m/s, temperature -5C, good visibility, night. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: F is assisting N. 

Place of collision: Port horn of the towing notch on F and the bow of N.  

Human factors data: A fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when 
passing through it.  

Technical factors data: No deficiencies reported. 

Consequences: N is severely damaged and diverts to HOLMSUND for inspection. F is able 
to continue operations.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

NOREN: 

2006-03-31 

08:50 Depart SKELLEFTEHAMN. 

12:35 Connected to icebreaker ODEN and assisting start. 

15:10 ODEN stops assisting. 

19:05 F starts assisting without connecting, watch level 2 

2003-04-01 

00:06 N is beset. 

00:57 N has is free from the ice. F ordered N full ahead and resumed pre break escort.  

01:13 Speed of N 10,4 knots. N decreases engine load to 80% to increase the distance to F. 

01:14 F asks N if she is still making full ahead. N answers “Not quite full ahead”. 

01:14:30 F informs N that F is losing speed. N answer “We reduce speed”. N stops engine. 

01:14:45 F orders N full astern. N confirms and complies, and also turns hard to starboard. 
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01:16 N collides with the stern of F. 

01:17 Master called to the bridge. 

01:22 Master on the bridge. 

01:25 Chief officer and chief engineer called to the bridge. 

02:45 Damage to N investigated. A five meter wide and four meter deep hole is found in the 
fore peak. A 0,5x0,5 meters hole is found in lower fore peak, one meter above the water line. 

02:55 Damage not deemed to constitute a risk for N´s trim or stability. Estimate N will be 
able to safely make for port of refuge Holmsund. F agree to assist N to port of refuge. 

03:15 N decides to proceed to port of refuge Holmsund. 

03:38 Voyage is resumed. 

07:18 F ends assistance of N 

08:45 All fast in Holmsund. 

FREJ: 

Masters view: 

18:16 F Commences assistance of FALCON.  

18:54 N is added to the convoy. 

22:30 Master of F inspects how assistance is progressing. Speed 9-11 knots. Machinery 
configuration is 4 + 4. 

22:45 Just before the changing of the watch, N is beset in a ridged area due to the fact that 
distance of 0,5 NM between N and F was too great. N is broken free according to normal 
procedures. 

00:06 N is beset once more for the same reason. N is broken free according to normal 
procedures. 

01:15 The Master of F is awoken by the collision. The officer of the watch calls the Master 
and informs him that N has run into F. The Master goes to the bridge and takes command. 
The bridge team performed controls according to the emergency checklist for collisions. The 
engine personnel performed an internal control of the hull. It was concluded that no person 
was injured and that there was no danger to the ship´s safety. 

The chief officer was woken up to assist the bridge team.  

The Master of N was contacted over VHF. It was agreed that F and N would remain still to 
assess the situation. 

It is decided that F will assist N to her port of refuge and that FALCON will receive 
assistance from another icebreaker. 
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03:10 It is decided to proceed to Holmsund. F was trimmed on her stern so that F and N could 
come free of each other. F carefully moves away from N with great care so as to not aggravate 
the damages. 

03:40 Voyage for Holmsund commences. The watch schedule on F was changed so that the 
officer of the watch at the time of the collision was relived of responsibility for one watch. 

08:15 F finished with assistance of N outside Holmsund. F resumes normal operations. 

 

Perspective of the OOW in command: 

F is assisting N and FALCON, southbound in the Bay of Bothnia. At midnight the assisted 
vessels had become beset in ice. It took about one hour to break them free. Assistance was 
continued according to normal routine. N was first in the convoy after F and Falcon was 
second. The speed was varying between 4-10 knots depending on the ice conditions. N was 
ordered to maintain full ahead and that distance was going to be maintained by F. This is 
standard operating procedures during assistance of vessels of N´s type and size. FALCON 
was adapting speed to maintain distance to N independently. N was kept at a distance of three 
cables aft of F. This was deemed necessary by F to prevent N from getting beset again, in 
light of the experiences gained from breaking N free at midnight. Just prior to the collision the 
assistance was proceeding normally. The ice in front of F was continuously optically 
observed. A ridge was observed about 4-5 cables in front of F. Engine power was set to full 
ahead and the effect outtake was increased to 95%. N was informed that F was making best 
possible speed and that there was a ridge ahead. When F entered the ridge the speed went 
down and N was informed that the ridge was difficult.  F was losing speed and N was ordered 
to stop and immediately thereafter reverse engine. N´s bow collided with the port horn of F´s 
towing notch whereupon a hole was formed in the bow of N. On F the bulwark bas bent and 
the paintwork damaged. 

Perspective of the assisting OOW: 

At the time of the changing of the watch at 00:00, N had just got stuck in a difficult ridge. Aft 
of N was FALCON who was stopped. I drove around N in an attempt to break her free but 
that manoeuvre failed and the OOW in command took over manoeuvring.  He attempted to 
back up alongside N and after a few attempts both N and FALCON were free. Once we got 
moving again the assisting OOW was providing information on the speed of and range to the 
assisted vessels. The range to N was monitored by AIS and radar with VRM in use. 

We observed a ridge ahead of us. Speed was 9-10 knots. OOW in command calls N, who at 
the time was 0,3 NM aft of F, and informed her that we were moving ahead and increasing 
distance because we expected the ridge to be difficult. 

When passing the ridge it proved difficult to get through so N was again hailed and ordered to 
reverse. N was unable to stop and collided with our stern. The bulwark of N was on our aft 
deck and holes in N´s bow were visible from the bridge of F. 

At the time of the accident the machinery configuration was 4 + 4, operating at 95% power. 

Immediately following the accident the Master was called and informed of the situation.  
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 4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard F had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left no 
margin for error.  

- The high speed that the ice situation required left no margin for error.  
- N had just prior to receiving assistance from F been towed by icebreaker ODEN. It 

might have been appropriate for F to tow N as well, even though this would be more 
time consuming and assistance of FALCON would have to wait to a later time.    
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CASE 18 

1. SUMMARY 

What:  Collision between Swedish icebreaker FREJ (F) and MADZY (M) during icebreaker 
assistance. 

When: 5th of February 1995 at 21:45 LT 

Where:    N 65-22,6 E 022-44,6. LULEÅ.  

How: During assistance of M, F´s speed is reduced by a ridge she is trying to pass. M, who is 
following in F´s track, is ordered via VHF to stop and subsequently reverse her engine. M is 
unable to come to a full stop before colliding with F´s towing notch.  

Deaths: None. 

Injuries:  None. 

Damage to ship: F receives slight damage to her towing notch. M receives a 2x5 m hole in 
the bow.  

Damage to cargo: None. 

Damage to third parties: None. 

Damage to the environment: None. 

 

2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1. Ship particulars 

MADZY 

Flag: Sweden. 

Identity:  SKCP. 

Main characteristics: Bulk. 

Construction details:  7490GRT, 4410KW engine output, Ice class A1, Build year 1976. 

Minimum safe manning: Not available, 10 persons onboard. 

2.2. Voyage particulars 

Ports of call: Last port of call: OXELÖSUND. Next port of call: LULEÅ. 

Type of voyage: Ballast. 

Manning:  The Master is in command. Also present on the bridge are the Chief Officer and a 
lookout. 
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2.3. Collision information  

Type of collision: Icebreaker hits a ridge while assisting a vessel and the speed drops. The 
distance between the assisted vessel and the icebreaker is too short for the assisted vessel to 
stop or to deviate from the track. 

External environment: Severe ice conditions with ridges, strong ice pressure, wind S 20 m/s, 
temperature -3C, moderate visibility, snowing, night. 

Ship operation and voyage segment: F is assisting M. Inbound to loading port. 

Place of collision: Starboard horn of the towing notch on F and the bow of M.  

Human factors data: A fails to correctly determine the ridges effect on the vessel when 
passing through it.  

Technical factors data: No deficiencies reported. 

Consequences: M is inspected and repaired in loading port. M is off hire for a week. F is able 
to continue operations.  

 

3. NARRATIVE  

MADZY: 

19:15 M is beset in ice. 

20:05 F commences assistance of M. F ordered full ahead and that distance will be maintained 
by F. Wind increasing in strength. Visibility varying between 0,3-2 NM. 

21:25 M is beset in the ice channel. Distance to F was too great. The ice pressure is strong and 
ridges are forming. F reverses and starts to break M free. 

21:40 M is broken free and F commence pre break escort. Distance between F and M is about 
100 m. Speed 10 knots.  

21:43 M receives order from F over VHF to stop and then reverse engine. The order is 
executed immediately but due to the high speed and short distance M is unable to stop in time, 
even with full astern. At the time of the collision the speed of M is 5 knots and the speed of F 
about 1 knot. M hits F´s starboard towing notch horn and gets stuck. After some manoeuvring 
the vessels get free from each other and proceed to Luleå. 

00:15 Finished with assistance by the harbour.   

FREJ: 

XX:XX F was assisting M. The distance between the vessels was 150 m. Distance was kept 
short due to strong winds and strong ice pressure. M was kept under constant visual 
observation. Repeated radio contact was made. F encountered unexpectedly difficult ice and 
her speed was dramatically reduced. M was ordered to reverse engine with full power.  

21:42 M collides with F´s starboard towing notch horn. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Our conclusion, based on the data above, is that the following factors contributed to the 
collision: 

- The command onboard F had difficulties to evaluate the effect that the ice area would 
have on the vessel.  

- The short distance that the ice situation required between the two vessels left no 
margin for error.  

- The high speed that the ice situation required left no margin for error.  

 

 


